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Nova's KAZ New Offer May Not Spark Joy If Copper Rebounds: React

(Bloomberg Intelligence) -- RECENT EVENT

REACTION: With KAZ Minerals' share price at

795.40 pence on Feb. 4, Nova Resources' top-

up cash offer for 780 pence a share (up 22%

vs. Oct. 28's 640 pence) could face pressure

to motivate shareholders to sell the remaining 60.6% of KAZ's issued capital. This will be especially

true if copper prices recover further as the Covid-19 vaccine rollout and green-energy demand for

the metal rises, lifting earnings potential for KAZ. (02/04/21)

1. Copper-Price Rise May Lift KAZ Minerals' Profit: Company Outlook

THESIS: The higher copper price points to promising revenue and profit-growth prospects for KAZ

Minerals -- particularly if the execution of its Baimskaya project in Russia is successful. The

company's copper-equivalent production may increase more than 500,000 metric tons in 2027-30

from 2019's 311,000 tons, helping boost sales to China, the top buyer of the metal.

Nova Resources' new 780 pence-a-share cash offer in October to buy the entire issued capital of

KAZ may not spark a bidding war, in our view. Nova has a 39.4% interest in the miner, but opted

for a takeover on Dec. 9. KAZ's board earlier recommended the deal to shareholders, with the

completion expected in 1H. (02/04/21)

Key Topics

Near-Term Copper Output May Fall

2. Baimskaya Key as KAZ Mineral's 2021 Copper Volume Could Dip

KAZ Minerals' copper-production growth will likely slow in 2020-21 from 2019, in our view. This is

due largely to declining copper grades at the Aktogay mine and deeper horizons at Orlovsky. Yet

we believe the acquisition of the Baimskaya project in Russia may boost volume and profit in the

long term as unit cost improves. (12/10/20)

3. Copper Production May Fall in 2021 on Grades

KAZ's copper production may contract in 2020-21 and drag earnings expansion, in our view, due to

lower copper grades at Aktogay, deeper horizons at Orlovsky and Artemyevsky's ore-body

transition until 2022. The company's strategy since 2014's restructuring of focusing on profitable

copper sales and reducing costs bore fruit through 2019, with annual output reaching 311,000

metric tons at an average net cash cost of 77 cents a pound.

Management maintained its 2020 copper-cathode-equivalent output projection of 280,000-300,000

tons from the East Region, Bozshakol and Aktogay in Kazakhstan, and Bozymchak in Kyrgyzstan in

September. Despite the Covid-19 pandemic, the company said operational sites are running

normally. (12/10/20)
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KAZ Minerals' Production Profile

Source: Company reports

4. Baimskaya May Boost Long-Term Output, Cut CO2

Acquiring the Baimskaya project should strengthen KAZ's long-term copper-production growth, in

our view. The company projects the Russian mine, set for commission in 2026 and ramp-up

starting in 2027, could deliver 250,000 metric tons of copper and 400,000 ounces of gold a year,

while staying in the first quartile of the industry cost curve. Its capital spending for 2020 was

revised up to $190 million vs. $150 million and management expects a bankable feasibility study

by year-end. The Peschanka deposit in the Baimskaya license area may host almost 9.5 million

tons of copper mineral resources (measured and indicated), ranking among the world's top 10

undeveloped greenfield copper projects.

Baimskaya's potential to draw power from low-carbon energy sources could further reduce KAZ's

CO2 intensity. (12/10/20)

Baimskaya Project

Source: Company report

Low-Cost Producer

5. KAZ's Copper Volume May Dip on Weak Grades, Pushing Costs Higher

A potential reduction in KAZ Minerals' copper-production volume in 2021 could arise from lower

grades, along with weaker by-product credits for metals such as zinc as the pandemic pressures

cash costs. But we believe costs may be cushioned if the tenge's weakness vs. the dollar is

sustained. (02/05/21)

6. Tenge Drop May Aid Profit, Cushion Costs

A key risk to KAZ Minerals' earnings is the tenge's appreciation against the dollar. The tenge

weakened 8% against the dollar in 2020, to an average of 414 vs. 383 in 2019. If this trend

continues, we believe KAZ's profit should get a boost, given a significant portion of its costs in

Kazakhstan are based in the currency, while sales are in dollars. Almost 50% of the company's East

Region's costs are denominated in tenge, and about 40% of its Bozshakol and Aktogay copper

operations.
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Other risks to the company's profits are weak copper prices, higher production costs and its

proximity to Russia and the Commonwealth of Independent States. (02/05/21)

Kazakhstan Tenge vs. Copper Price

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence

7. Gold Strengthens Copper-Cost Profile

Stronger metals volume growth should help KAZ Minerals achieve its goal of remaining a first-

quartile copper producer, in our view, with among the lowest costs globally. Strong sales of by-

product metals (known as credits), particularly gold, improve net-cash costs and profitability. Gold

will likely remain an important contributor to KAZ's profit this year, thanks to potentially higher

grades at its Bozshakol mine and rising prices. Gold accounted for over 14% of 2019 revenue, and

the metal's contribution likely rose in 2020 thanks to stronger realized prices.

Management estimated that a 10% gain in the metal's dollar sale price would add $32 million to

2020 Ebitda. (02/05/21)

Low on the Net-Cash-Cost Curve

Source: Company report

High Exposure to China

8. Copper Gets Stimulus Boost to Revive Sentiment, With China Key

Copper-market sentiment and prices may benefit from global economic stimulus following the

coronavirus pandemic in 2020, especially with the positive news on vaccine development.

Government measures may also boost the underlying recovery in metal demand and help global

copper producers' year-over-year earnings growth in 2021, in our view. China will remain a key

player in the industry, accounting for more than 50% of worldwide demand, by our calculations,

using WBMS data.

KAZ Minerals' revenue exposure to China is the highest among global peers, amounting to 76% in

2019. It's followed by Rio Tinto, First Quantum, Anglo American, Codelco, Teck Resources,

Antofagasta and KGHM. Freeport-McMoRan and Southern Copper have the least exposure,

according to our copper analysis. (12/11/20)
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Copper Producers' Revenue Breakdown (%)

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence, Company repors

Financial Review

Earnings

9. Bozshakol May Aid KAZ Minerals Production Goal: Earnings Outlook

Contributing Analysts Emmanuel Munjeri (Metals & Mining)

Post-1H Earnings Outlook: KAZ Minerals' Ebitda margin level is robust, in our view, despite a slight

decline to 56% at 1H vs. 59% in 1H19. We see further earnings growth to be driven by incremental

output from the Aktogay expansion project and Baimskaya, which could support unit-cost declines

and cash flow accumulation for the copper producer. The company confirmed during the earnings

call that there's no significant production disruption from the Covid-19 pandemic, but we may

continue to see challenging conditions at the Orlovsky mine and the Artemyevsky ore-body

transition at the east region operation this year. KAZ has maintained its 2020 full-year production

guidance, but we could see copper and gold volume on track and perhaps toward the upper end of

the target range thanks to stronger grades at the Bozshakol mine. (08/18/20)

Highlights From Recent Results:

Revenue Fell 6% Year-Over-Year to $991 Million on Lower Average

Copper Price, Despite the Increase in Copper Sales Volume and

Higher Gold Revenue

1H Copper Sales Volume Rose a Marginal 2% to 146,900 Metric

Tons, But Fell Short of Production (153,800 Metric Tons) Due to

Timing of Shipments

Full-Year 2020 Production Guidance Maintained After Strong

Performance in 1H20

KAZ Trades at 5.5x 2021 Consensus EV/Ebitda vs. 6.5x for BI

Global Copper Peers

Additional Resources:

Analyzer | BI »

Earnings Release | DOCV »

Company Presentation | DOCC »

Financial Trends

10. Copper-Mine Volume Drop Could Hurt KAZ's Revenue and Margin

KAZ Minerals' financial performance in 2021 could be dragged by weaker production of copper-

cathode equivalent, in our view, particularly with less copper from the Bozshakol and Aktogay

mines in Kazakhstan. But a strong recovery in market copper prices and a greater Chinese appetite

as the coronavirus pandemic subsides may help improve the sales-growth outlook. Higher by-

product credits from gold, and any tenge depreciation vs. the dollar, could also help trim net cash

costs and bolster Ebitda margin. Revenue rose 5% to $2.3 billion in 2019, following a 30% increase

in 2018 to $2.2 billion thanks to higher output.

China will likely generate the lion's share of company sales in 2020, in our view. The country

contributed 76% of KAZ's revenue in 2019, followed by Europe (17%) and Kazakhstan (7%).
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(12/10/20)

KAZ Minerals' Sales, Adjusted Net Income ($M)
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